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• Easy-to-use MixVibes Cross LE DJ software included • Works with other popular DJ programs such as Traktor, VirtualDJ and Algoriddim Djay [ttjad keyword=”electronic”].. Gemini First Mix Pro ReviewRecord a set and share on Facebook or SoundCloud The FirstMix ships with Cross LE DJ software from MixVibes and is also compatible with Traktor, Virtual DJ, Algoriddim’s DJAY and other
popular DJ software.. FirstMix also has a Sync feature that allows the DJ to combine two separate tracks and beat match the tempos for a unique and professional-sounding mix.. Now available at major retail locations across the country, this introductory controller packages professional functionality into an easy to use setup.

Nxt programs for tribot download Once a file’s been loaded, the touch-sensitive jog wheels let you scratch or can be used to bend the pitch of a track.. Gemini First Mix Pro ReviewGemini’s FirstMix USB DJ controller now available for novice mixers and thedevice’s layout is simple enough, with two scratch wheels, rotaries and a cross fader.

Features: • Includes everything you need to DJ with your computer • Use your Mac or PC to DJ parties, events and even clubs • Use your digital music library with support for M4A, AIFF, WAV, MP3, FLAC and OGG audio files • Traditional mixer/CD player layout w/ crossfader • Two-deck controller with volume, 2-band EQ, effects, and jog wheel for each deck • Large, touch-sensitive jog
wheels provide a natural vinyl feel for scratching, cueing, etc.

All you have to do is connect the panel to your laptop, select the tunes you’d like to mash up from your iTunes library and use FirstMix’s touch-sensitive jog control to scratch.. Priced at $99 95, the FirstMix is the newest addition to Gemini’s Digital DJ Controller line and is available now at retailers like Pro Sound Stage and Lighting, Musician’s Friend and more.. Gemini, a division of GCI
Technologies and a leading innovator of modern DJ technology is excited to announce the availability of the highly anticipated FirstMix – a USB DJ Controller for aspiring DJs.. Now everyone can be the DJ The award winning FirstMix connects to a laptop or desktop computer via USB and allows users to DJ with their iTunes or other music library by effortlessly navigating through folders and tracks
with the browse function.. Novice DJs will feel like pros by spicing up tracks with effects and reverse, as well as adjustable bass and treble.
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